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Abstract. Klaimullin, Melnikov and Ng [KMNa] have recently suggested a
new systematic approach to algorithms in algebra which is intermediate be-

tween computationally feasible algebra [CR91, KNRS07] and abstract com-
putable structure theory [AK00, EG00]. In this short survey we discuss some

of the key results and ideas of this new topic [KMNa, KMNc, KMNb, Ala].

We also suggest several open problems.

1. intorduction

What does it mean for an infinite algebraic structure to be computable? Which
algebraic structures admit an algorithmic presentation? These questions have oc-
cupied mathematicians for over a century. In the 1930’s, van der Waerden [vdW30]
made several algorithmic conjectures in field theory, but he was unable to verify
his claims at his time due to the lack of computability-theoretic machinery. A few
decades later, Turing, Kleene, Church, Markov and others established and devel-
oped the abstract theory of computable functions. Using these tools Fröhlich and
Shepherdson [FS56] formally clarified the early ideas of van der Waerden. Shortly
after Fröhlich and Shepherdson, Mal′cev [Mal61] and independently Rabin [Rab60]
initiated a systematic development of computable structure theory [EG00, AK00].
The main objects of computable structure theory are countably infinite structures
that can be computed by a Turing machine:

Definition 1.1 (Mal’cev, Rabin). An algebraic structure A is constructive or com-
putable if its universe is the set of natural numbers N, and the operations and
relations on A are (Turing) computable.

For example, every finitely generated group with algorithmically solvable Word
Problem [Hig61] has a computable isomorphic copy. In both combinatorial group
theory [Hig61] and computable structure theory [AK00, EG00] algorithms are al-
lowed to be computationally inefficient. It often does not make any difference,
since one of the main aims of such studies is to show that some problems – such
as the Word Problem for f.g. groups – have no algorithmic solution at all, let
alone a computationally feasible solution [Nov55, Boo59, Hig61]. Also, Turing
computability can be viewed as a formalisation of one’s constructive approach to
algebra [EG00]. Strong connections with logic, and with degree theory and defin-
ability in particular, make computable structure theory technically appealing and
elegant [Rog87, AK00]. Algorithmic investigations in algebra are related to other
seemingly distant areas of pure mathematics such as topological group theory and
model theory (e.g., [MM, Mon13]).
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In contrast with (Turing) computable structure theory, automatic and polynomial-
time algebra put resource bounds and other restrictions on algorithms representing
algebraic structures. Automatic algebra studies algebraic structures that are pre-
sented by (typically finite) automata [KN94, KN08, KNRS07]. Automatic struc-
tures have a number of nice properties including quick computational character-
istics, but automatic structures tend to be rare. For example, Tsankov [Tsa11]
has showed that the group (Q,+) is not automatic. In spite of these difficulties,
there has been enough deep work on finite automatic structures [KN94, KNRS07],
most notably on finite-automatic groups [ECH+92, NT08, BS11, NS07]. Cenzer,
Remmel, Downey and their co-authors developed a more relaxed approach [CR91,
CR92, CDRU09, Gri90] via polynomial-time algorithms. A countably infinite al-
gebraic structure is polynomial-time if there exists a coding of its domain which
makes the operations and relations polynomial time computable (in the length of
the input, see survey [CR91]). As we will discuss later, in many cases one can
show that a (Turing) computable algebraic structure has a polynomial copy (e.g.,
[CDRU09, CR, Gri90]), but this phenomenon is not yet understood.

One would expect that computable structure theory and computationally feasible
algebra should have significant overlaps, but it is not quite the case. Kalimullin,
Melnikov and Ng [KMNa, KMNc, KMNb] have initiated a systematic development
of a theory the main purpose of which is to fill this gap. (Independently, Alaev [Ala]
has suggested an alternate approach.) In this brief survey we explain the key
ideas and results from these recent works [KMNa, KMNc, KMNb, Ala]. An expert
working in computable structure theory may find some of the key results discussed
below rather counter-intuitive. Although the new topic is in its infancy, it already
has technical depth and offers seemingly challenging problems, some of which will
be posed below.

2. Primitive recursion and computability without delay

We open this section with two elementary examples illustrating the power of
unbounded search.

Example 2.1. Clearly, there exists a (Turing) computable 2-colouring of any com-
putable infinite tree. Simply wait for a node v to get path-connected to the root.
If we put any (computable and total) restriction on the waiting time, then we will
need infinitely many colours in general.

Example 2.2. Suppose (G, ·) is a (Turing) computable group. Then the operation
a → a−1 is also Turing computable. We simply search through the domain of G
until we find a g such that a · g = e. Note this elementary fact no longer holds if
we cannot use the unbounded search.

Eliminating all unbounded loops from Turing computability gives us the notion
of a primitive recursive function.

Definition 2.3 (Essentially Dedekind [Ded]). A function f : N → N is primitive
recursive if f can be generated from the basic functions s(x) = x + 1, o(x) = 0,
Inm(x1, . . . , xn) = xm by composition and the primitive recursion operator h =
P(f, g):

h(x1, . . . , xn, 0) = f(x1, . . . , xn),

h(x1, . . . , xn, y + 1) = g(x1, . . . , xn, y, h(x1, . . . , xn, y)).
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Remark 2.4. The restricted Church-Turing thesis for primitive recursive functions
say that a function is primitive recursive iff it can be described by an algorithm
that uses only bounded loops. For example, we need to eliminate all instances of
WHILE . . . DO, REPEAT . . . UNTIL, and GOTO in a PASCAL-like language. It
is easy to see that all polynomial-time functions are primitive recursive: simply put
exponential bounds on all loops throughout the definition.

Computable structure theory and combinatorial group theory often rely on algo-
rithms that are not even primitive recursive, let alone polynomial-time. Nonethe-
less, in several common algebraic classes we can show that all computable struc-
tures have polynomial-time computable copies. These classes include linear or-
ders [Gri90], broad subclasses of Boolean algebras [CR], some commutative groups [CR92,
CDRU09], and other structures [CR91]. As was noted in [KMNa], many known
proofs of this sort (e.g., [CR91, CR92, CDRU09, Gri90]) are essentially focused on
making the operations and relations on the structure primitive recursive, and then
observing that the presentation that we obtain is in fact polynomial-time.

It appears that primitive recursion plays a rather important intermediate role in
transforming (Turing) computable structures into feasible structures. This thesis
is also supported by a number of negative results in the literature. Indeed, to
illustrate that a structure has no polynomial time copy, it is sometimes easiest to
argue that it does not even have a copy with primitive recursive operations, see
e.g. [CR92]. It is thus natural to investigate into those structures that admit a
presentation with primitive recursive operations:

Definition 2.5 ([KMNa]). A countable structure is fully primitive recursive (fpr)
if its domain is N and the operations and predicates of the structure are (uniformly)
primitive recursive.

(We also agree that all finite structures are fpr.) The main intuition is that we
need to define more of the structure “without delay”. We thus informally call fpr
structures computable without delay.

One may ask whether the domain of a fpr A could be a primitive recursive
subset of N as in [CR91], not the whole N. This means that the structure could
reveal its domain with an arbitrary delay. Such presentations upon a primitive
recursive subset of N are called primitive recursive [CR92]. The situation here is
quite different from computable structure theory:

Fact 2.6 (Follows from [Ala], see [KMNa]). There exist primitive recursive struc-
tures that have no fully primitive recursive presentation.

Our main goal is the complete elimination of all unbounded loops from algorith-
mic presentations of structures. In particular, we should not allow the domain to
be revealed with an unbounded delay. Thus, a “truly primitive recursive” algebraic
structure should (minimally) satisfy Def. 2.5 of a fpr structure. Note that one might
impose further restrictions on fpr presentations. We will briefly discuss one such
possible strengthening of Def. 2.5 in the next section.

The notion of a fpr structure is intermediate between computable structures and
polynomial-time structures. It usually takes some work to produce a fpr copy of a
computable structure (if it exists at all), and there are enough natural examples of
computable structures that do not have a fpr copy. Similarly, not all fpr structures
admit polynomial-time copies, but a good portion of our results can be extended
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to polynomial-time structures. The rest of the survey is focused on the systematic
development of the theory of fpr structures.

3. Existence of a fpr copy

Which computable structures admit fpr presentations?

Theorem 3.1. In each of the following classes, every computable structure has a
fully primitive recursive presentation:

(1) Equivalence structures [CR91].
(2) Linear orders [Gri90].
(3) Torsion-free abelian groups [KMNa].
(4) Boolean algebras [KMNa].
(5) Abelian p-groups [KMNa].

Proof idea. We use various structural properties specific to the class to predict the
behaviour of the structure in certain locations even before the structure has revealed
itself there. For example, in (3) we first produce a computable presentation of
the group with a computable maximal linearly independent set [Dob, Nur74], and
then we use the maximal free subgroup upon this set as a “safe” location. The
case of Boolean algebras (4) is more interesting. The proof is not uniform and
it goes through several cases. In the case of an atomic algebra we use a priority
construction, the old theorem of Remmel [Rem81], and tree-presentations of BA’s
[Gon97] to produce a Π0

3-isomorphic fpr copy. �

The reader perhaps thinks that most common classes will have the nice property
from Theorem 3.1, but this is not the case.

Theorem 3.2. In each of the following classes, there exists a computable structure
that does not admit a fpr presentation

(1) Torsion abelian groups ([CR92]).
(2) Archimedean ordered abelian groups ([KMNa]).
(3) Undirected graphs ([KMNa]).

Proof idea. In (2) we produce an Archimedean group of rank 2 that (essentially)
encodes a computable real which does not have a primitive recursive rapid approx-
imation. The proof uses that every such group is computably categorical, so we
need to diagonalise only against computable isomorphisms. The proofs of (1) and
(3) are brute-force diagonalisation arguments, but (3) is a lot more subtle. In the
proof we need to monitor all potential fpr copies at once and force them to reveal
themselves at certain locations used for diagonalisation. �

Parts (1) and (2) of Thm. 3.2 contrast with (3) and (5) of Thm. 3.1, and (3) of
Thm. 3.2 refutes the (natural) conjecture that every relational computable struc-
ture has a fpr copy. Note that Thm. 3.1 and Thm. 3.2 (combined) confirm the
intermediate nature of fpr structures.

Although there are some observable patterns in the proofs of Thm. 3.2 and
Thm. 3.1, it is not clear whether there is any meaningful and general enough suf-
ficient condition for a computable structure to have (or not have) a fpr copy. We
leave open:

Question 3.3. Fix the listing M0,M1, . . . of all partial computable structures.
What is the complexity of the index set {e : Me has a fpr copy}?
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We might also want to restrict this question to special classes such as undirected
graphs.

3.1. Strongly fpr structures. In this subsection we briefly discuss one possible
strengthening of the notion of a fpr structure. In the next section we will essentially
show that almost all structures from Theorem 3.1 posses complicated fpr copies.
Nonetheless, Theorem 3.1 tends to produce the most “boring” fpr copies of a struc-
ture which reveal themselves quickly only at some predictable locations. Indeed,
we perhaps want our structure to be rapidly growing at every location. One way
of formalising this intuition is to use the natural primitive recursive analogy of
1-decidability.

Definition 3.4. [KMNa] A fpr structure is strongly primitive recursive of it pos-
sesses a primitive recursive Skolem function.

That is, there exists a primitive recursive Φ such that

Φ(c̄, φ) =

{
−1, if A 6|= ∃xφ(c̄, x),

y, such that A |= φ(c̄, y),

where c̄ ∈ A and φ (the Gödel number of) a quantifier-free formula in the language
of the structure. We note that this approach resembles the earlier notion of a honest
witness due to Cenzer and Remmel [CR91].

Example 3.5. [KMNa] The following structures have strongly primitive recursive copies:

• The additive groups Z and Q and their direct sums.
• The countable atomless Boolean algebra.
• The order-type ω.

There exist computable structures that have no 1-decidable presentation. Such
examples can be found among linear orders [Dow98] and Boolean algebras [Gon97].
Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of fpr presentations of these counter-examples.
It follows that each of these structures has no p.r. presentation. There also exists a
fpr 1-decidable structure that has no strongly primitive recursive presentation[KMNa].
(See also [Ala] for a similar approach.)

4. Uniqueness of a fpr copy

Recall that a structure is computably categorical or autostable if it has a unique
computable copy up to computable isomorphism [AK00, EG00]. There has been
a lot of work on computably categorical strucutres [KS99, EG00, Gon80, Smi81,
LaR77, Nur74, HKS03].

Note that the inverse of a primitive recursive function does not have to be primi-
tive recursive. Thus it is reasonable to define an isomorphism f to be fully primitive
recursive (fpr) if f and f−1 are both primitive recursive. Fully primitive recursive
isomorphisms preserve all properties of fpr structures at the right (primitive recur-
sive) level.

Definition 4.1. [KMNa] A fully primitive recursive structure A is fpr categori-
cal if it has a unique fully primitive recursive presentation up to fully primitive
recursive isomorphism.

Example 4.2. [KMNa]
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(1) The additive group Vp
∼=

⊕
i∈ω Zp is fpr-categorical

Proof. Indeed, suppose A and B are fpr presentations of Vp. Note that
given a tuple ā in A we can primitively recursively choose a maximal Zp-
independent sub-tuple in ā. We may assume that we always choose the
lexicographically smallest independent tuple among all such independent
sub-tuples of ā. We first explain how we can define a primitive recursive
isomorphism f : A→ B, and then we explain how we make sure that f−1 is
primitive recursive as well. Suppose f : ās → b̄s has already been defined,
where ās is the longest initial segment of A on which f has been defined.
To define f(a) on the next element a of A extending ās, first see whether
a is dependent on ās. If yes, then suppose a =

∑
j mjaj , where the aj

range over ās and mj over Zp. In this case set f(a) =
∑

j mjf(aj). If no,

then we look through at most pcard(bs) first elements of B and choose the
first found element b independent over b̄s. To make sure f−1 is primitive
recursive as well, we choose the longest initial segment b̄′s for which f−1

has been defined and repeat the procedure above but now with a and f
replaced by b and f−1. �

(2) The dense linear order (Q, <) without end points is not fpr-categorical

Proof. We produce fpr copies A and B and diagonalize against all pairs
of primitive recursive (pi, pj)i,j∈ω, where pj plays the role of a potential

p−1i . We explain how to diagonalize against the first pair (f, g). Begin by
growing increasing chains a0 < a1 < a2 < · · · and b0 < b1 < b2 < · · · in A

and B respectively, and wait for f(a0) to halt. When we see f(a0)↓= bi,
keep growing A and B in the same way, but in B we add one additional
point b∗ < b0. Now wait for g to converge on b∗. In order for g = f−1 we
must have g(b∗) < a0 in A, but there are currently no elements in A with
this property, so we win against the pair (f, g).

For a general requirement suppose we have built â0 < â1 < · · · < âk in

A and b̂0 < b̂1 < · · · < b̂k in B. We now wish to attack (pi, pj). Begin

as above by growing âk < a0 < a1 < · · · and b̂k < b0 < b1 < · · · . We

wait for pi (â0) ↓. When we see this, we add a new point b∗ < b̂0 and wait
for pj(b

∗) ↓. Since each pair (pi, pj) are total functions we can finish each
pair in this way before moving on to the next pair. In between satisfying
each requirement, we can extend A to the left and make progress towards
making A and B dense. �

(3) The successor structure S = (ω, S), where S(x) = x + 1, is not fpr-
categorical

Proof. Build two fpr copies A and B of S and enumerate all potential prim-
itive recursive isomorphisms pe. The copy B is the standard copy, and A

will be used to diagonalize against primitive recursive isomorphisms. The
strategy for diagonalizing pe is the following. Pick a fresh witness x ∈ As

which currently has no predecessor, and wait for pe(x) to converge. While
waiting we grow two independent chains, one with the least element 0A
and the other with the least element x. That is, introduce distinct elements
S(0A), S2(0A), S3(0A), · · · and distinct elements S(x), S2(x), S3(x), · · · . When
pe(x) converges, declare x to be Sn(0A) for the least n > pe(x). �
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Even though Theorem 3.1 typically produces the most “boring” fpr presentations
in each class, Theorem 4.3 below says that almost all structures in these classes have
complex (“irregular”, “unpredictable”) fpr presentations.

Theorem 4.3 ([KMNa]).

(1) An equivalence structure S is fpr-categorical iff it is either of the form F∪E,
where F is finite and E has only classes of size 1, or S has finitely many
classes at most one of which is infinite.

(2) A linear order is fpr-categorical iff it is finite.
(3) A Boolean algebra is fpr-categorical iff it is finite.
(4) An abelian p-group is fpr-categorical iff it has the form F⊕V, where pV = 0

and F is finite.
(5) A torsion-free abelian group is fpr-categorical iff it is the trivial group 0.

Informal Discussion. In some simple cases we can appeal to Thm. 3.1 and combine
it with known facts from computable structure theory. For example, suppose a
Boolean algebra B has an atomless element and is not computably categorical.
Although Theorem 3.1 is not uniform in general, it is uniformly computable for
such BAs. It follows that we can produce two fpr copies of B that are not even
computably isomorphic.

Nonetheless, some cases require a direct proof. For instance, in the case of an
atomic BA we cannot appeal to Thm. 3.1 directly since the isomorphism between
B and its fpr copy is not even 0′′ in general. Instead, in this case we need to
simultaneously build two fpr copies of B and diagonalise against all potential fpr-
isomorphisms. Although the proof is not hard, it does require some care. �

Note that Theorem 4.3 resembles the following result of Khoussainov and Nerode [KN94]:
A structure is automatically categorical iff it is finite.

According to Def 4.1, every fpr-categorical structure must have a fully primi-
tive recursive (thus, computable) copy. Theorem 4.3 suggests that fpr-categorical
structures are necessarily computably categorical. Surprisingly, this is not the case:

Theorem 4.4 ([KMNa]). There exists a fpr-categorical structure which is not com-
putably categorical.

Informal Discussion. The proof of Theorem 4.4 is quite combinatorially involved.
We build the structure A carefully and force any fpr isomorphic copy to be fpr-
isomorphic to it. The rigidity helps to make the inverse of each such isomorphism
primitive recursive. Also, for this purpose we introduce a “local coordinate system”
that will allow us to recognise a local part of the structure without looking through
the whole structure. Finally, we combine these strategies with a diagonalisation
strategy. For that, we produce a computable copy B of A and kill off all φe : A ∼= B.
We heavily rely on the fact that we can delay the computation in B. �

The structure witnessing Theorem 4.4 is rigid and is in a finite language consist-
ing of four unary function symbols.

Question 4.5. Which of the common algebraic classes (such that groups, fields,
integral domains, . . .) contain examples of fpr-categorical but not computably cate-
gorical structures?
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5. The fpr-degrees of a structure

Note that the inverse of a primitive recursive function does not have to be prim-
itive recursive. This feature makes the situation with fpr structures very different
form computable structure theory, as it leads to a reduction:

Definition 5.1. [KMNc] Let FPR(A) be the collection of all fpr presentations of
a countably infinite structure A. For A1,A2 ∈ FPR(A), write A1 ≤pr A2 if there
exists a primitive recursive isomorphism from A1 onto A2.

Clearly, ≤pr is reflexive and transitive. We write A1 'pr A2 if A1 ≤pr A2 and
A2 ≤pr A1. In particular, we can look at the fpr-degrees of a given countably
infinite structure A.

Definition 5.2. [KMNc] The fully primitive recursive degrees of a countably infi-
nite algebraic structure A is the quotient structure FPR(A) = (FPR(A),≤pr)/ 'pr.

The fpr-degrees FPR(A) is a computability-theoretic invariant of A that en-
codes/reflects the non-primitive recursive content of the isomorphism type of A. If
A is fpr-categorical then FPR(A) contains a unique degree. Nonetheless, A 'pr B
does not necessarily imply that there exists a fpr isomorphism A → B (it is easy
to construct a counter-example).

Question 5.3. Does |FPR(A)| = 1 imply that A is fpr-categorical?

As strange as it may sound, we still don’t know the answer to the question above.
It takes a quite a bit of effort to prove the rather satisfying:

Theorem 5.4 (M. and Ng, to appear). For every undirected graph G, |FPR(G)| =
1 implies that G is fpr-categorical.

Informal discussion. In fact, we have proved more. TFAE:

(1) |FPR(G)| = 1.
(2) G is fpr-categorical.
(3) Given any two f.p.r. copies A ∼= B of G, there exist primitive recursive

isomorphisms f : A 7→ B and g : B 7→ A, and a primitive recursive function
t : N 7→ N such that given a ∈ A, either Orb(a) = {(gf)n(a) : n ∈ ω} has
size at most t(a), or every permutation u of Orb(a) can be extended to an
automorphism of G.

Note that given (3) we can run a primitive recursive back-and-forth construc-
tion to produce a fpr isomorphism between two fpr copies. First, check whether
Orb(a) has size ≤ t(a). If “yes” then match Orb(a) with Orb(f(a)). Otherwise, if
Orb(a) has not yet closed after t(a) steps, then do the back-and-forth on Orb(a)
and Orb(f(a)) essentially ignoring the rest of the structure. Unfortunately, the
implication (1) → (2) is quite non-trivial. (It takes 3 pages just to describe the
basic strategy.) �

Question 5.5. Is there a structure A such that 1 < |FPR(A)| <∞?

6. A sub-hierarchy of computable categoricity

As we have seen, fpr-categoricity does not imply computable categoricity in gen-
eral. Nonetheless, in common algebraic classes fpr-categorical structures tend to be
computably categorical and trivial. Thus, we would like to learn more about fpr
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structures and are not fpr-categorcial but are close to being fpr-categorical. In par-
ticular, for the classes mentioned in Thm 4.3 it makes sense to look at computably
categorical structures from the primitive recursive point of view.

We would like to know more about fpr-degrees of computably categorical struc-
tures (see Def. 5.2). The definition below will also be of some interest and use.

Definition 6.1 ([Kri96]). A total computable function is honest if its graph is
primitive recursive.

This means that we can see whether f(x) = y for a given (x, y) without any
unbounded delay. Thus, is some sense this is a non-deterministic version of primitive
recursion. Clearly, if f is honest then so is f−1, but the composition of two honest
functions does not have to be honest.

In Theorem 4.3, all computably categorical fpr structures satisfy at least one of
the properties defined below.

Definition 6.2 ([KMNc]). Let A be a fpr structure.

(1) A is bottom-categorical if FPR(A) has the ≤pr-least element.
(2) A is top-categorical if FPR(A) has the ≤pr-greatest element.
(3) A is honestly categorical if for each A1,A2 ∈ FPR(A) there exists a

honest isomorphism from A1 onto A2.
(4) A is relatively fpr categorical if there exists a pair of (oracle) primitive

recursive schemata P+ and P− such that for any isomorphic copy B (upon
N) of the fpr structure A the maps PB

+ : A → B and PB
− : B → A are

isomorphisms that are inverses of each other.

For example, every finitely generated structure in a finite functional language is
bottom-categorical. Every computably categorical linear order or Boolean algebra
is top-categorical. In many standard classes (including e.g. linear orders) honest
categoricity is equivalent to the usual computable categoricity. All algebraically
natural examples of fpr categorical structures are relatively fpr-categorical [KMNa]
(see also (1) of Ex.4.2). We summarise all these notions in the diagram below.

bottom-categoricity honest categoricity

top-categoricity

OO

fpr-categoricity

OO

55

relative fpr-categoricity

OO

Theorem 6.3 ([KMNc]). The diagram above is proper1.

1This means that all implications that are shown at the diagram above are proper. Further-
more, these implications (and their transitive closures) are the only implications that hold.
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Informal Discussion. All implications are straightforward. Note that every rel-
atively fpr-categorical structure is (relatively) computably categorical. It follows
from Thm 4.4 that fpr-categoricity does not imply relative fpr-categoricity. The fail-
ures of the other missing implications are witnessed by priority constructions. �

An alternate way to compare computably categorical fpr structures uses relative
computation and the primitive recursive jump 0′PR, which is defined as follows. A
total function g is primitively recursively reducible to a function f (g 6PR f) if
g = Φf for some f -primitive recursive schema Φf . This leads to the definitions of
g ≡PR f and g <PR f as well as the notion of primitive recursive (PR-) degree.
For a total function f let {Φf

n} be the Gödel numbering of all f -primitive recursive
schemata for functions with one variable. Define the primitive recursive jump f ′PR

to be the function f ′PR(n, x) = Φf
n(x). It is easy to check that f 6PR g =⇒

f ′PR 6PR g′PR and f <PR f ′PR.

Definition 6.4. A structure A is 0
(n)
PR-categorical if it has a unique fpr-presentation,

up to fully 0
(n)
PR-isomorphism.

This is the direct analogy with the situation in computable structure theory
where 0(n)-categorical structures have been studied extensively [AK00, Ash86].

Theorem 6.5 ([KMNc]). For every n > 0 there exists a fully primitive recursive

structure which is fully 0
(n)
PR-categorical but not fully 0

(n−1)
PR -categorical.

Informal Discussion. In [KMNc], Kalimllin, M. and Ng have proved more than
is stated in Theorem 6.5. The PR-degree any honest function can be realized
as the fpr-degree of categoricity of some structure (we omit formal definitions).

Remarkably, for any n, the PR-degree of 0
(n)
PR is honest. �

The structures witnessing Theorem 6.5 are finitely generated in a finite func-
tional language and thus are bottom-categorical. It is unclear whether there is

any interesting relationship between full 0
(n)
PR-categoricity and any of the properties

from Def. 6.2. In fact, we don’t know much beyond Thm 6.3 and Thm 6.5 about

the notions from Def 6.2 and full 0
(n)
PR-categoricity.

7. Cantor’s back-and-forth method revisited

As we know from Ex. 4.2 (2), η = (Q, <) has two fpr copies that are not fpr iso-
morphic. This means that Cantor’s back-and-forth proof is no longer “effective” in
the realm of computability without delay. Given the special role of back-and-forth
proofs in mathematics, we would like to acquire a better understanding of this phe-
nomenon by looking at the fpr-degree structures FPR(X) of various homogeneous
X and comparing them (see Def. 5.2).

Recall that a structure X is homogeneous if every isomorphism f : F1 → F2

between any two finitely generated substructures F1, F2 ⊆ X is extendable to an
automorphism of X. See [Mac11] for a survey on homogeneous structures.

Example 7.1. The following structures are homogeneous:

• η, the dense linear order without end-points.
• R, the Random Graph.
• P ∼=

⊕
i∈ω Z∞p , the universal divisible abelian p-group.

• B ∼= I(η), the countable atomless Boolean algebra.
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Apart from homogeneity, there is little in common between the three homoge-
neous structures η,R,P from Ex. 7.1. Nonetheless, they do share essentially the
same back-and-forth proof of their uniqueness up to isomorphism. The (Turing)
computable construction of an isomorphism for these structures has only one poten-
tially unbounded search at every substage. Nonetheless, recently Klamullin, M. and
Ng have announced the following rather counterintuitive result.

Theorem 7.2 ([KMNb]). The fpr-degree structures of the dense linear order η,
the random graph R, and the universal divisible abelian p-group P are pairwise
non-isomorphic.

Proof idea. It follows that both FPR(R) and FPR(P) have no greatest element,
while FPR(η) does. Also, FPR(P) has no maximal elements, while FPR(R) does.
Some these facts require a non-trivial proof. �

Let B be the atomless Boolean algebra. Recall that B ∼= I(η), the interval
Boolean algebra of η. The reader might find the following question quite strange:

Question 7.3. Is FPR(B) ∼= FPR(η)?

In fact, we suspect that FPR(B) 6∼= FPR(η).

In spite of the differences in their fpr-degree structure, there is at least one fun-
damental property that is common for FPR(η), FPR(B), FPR(P), and FPR(R).
Kalimullin, M. and Ng have announced:

Theorem 7.4 ([KMNb]). For each of the structures η,B,P,R, the fpr-degrees are
not linearly ordered under ≤pr.

Although the proof of the theorem above requires some work, the result is some-
what unsatisfying since we don’t know the answer to the following:

Question 7.5. Is there a structure A for which FPR(A) is linearly ordered and
|FPR(A)| > 1? Can A be chosen homogeneous?

We also conjecture that the fpr-degrees of the above structures enjoy some den-
sity properties, but this is still work in progress.
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